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Yale placed her crack runner, Overton, at the top of the winners, the Eli negotiating the six miles in 33 minutes, 31 2/5 seconds. His victory was hard fought, however, and it was not until the very last stretch that he had covered that the Yale runner found himself well in the lead. Brooks of Technology and Potter of Cornell, the latter having won the event at New Haven last year, were considered as the men who would fight for Spit place in the race, but in the last two miles neither of these men were real contestants for the individual honors.

The race for first place was between Overton, Bell and Preti, all three plugging hard throughout the long race. At the final stretch Overton had a fifteen-yard lead on Preti which the latter tried vainly to overcome. But the Yale harrier held his lead and won, Preti following a few yards behind, and Bell holding Brown by thirty yards. Potter, the famed Cornell runner, led Brown by only a few yards.

Technology might have made a better showing had there been more men on the team as good as the captain. After Brown had crossed the tape in fifth place Guntting, the twenty-second man in the race, was Technology's second man to place, but it was not until forty men had finished in the race that the third runner placed for the Institute. McVeigh was forty-first, Graff forty-second and Dodge fifty-seventh in the race, thus accounting for Technology's score of 172 points.

Technology was the host for the runners last Saturday, the contest being held under the auspices of the Institute track management.

The teams were:

Marblehead .......... 2 2 8 10 28—51
Cornell ............ 4 7 9 16 18—54
Princeton .......... 6 12 21 26 35—123
Dartmouth ......... 12 14 20 28 32—112
Pennsylvania ...... 24 27 30 33 44—154
Harvard .......... 17 23 24 31 50—156
Iona ........... 19 19 40 41 42—142
Technology ....... 52 51 48 57—173
Yale .............. 1 2 9 58 65—208
Michigan .......... 33 42 64 70—249
Columbia ......... 29 59 64 73 75—360
Brown .......... 31 54 69 74 75—362
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